
Since its creation, the french Ensemble Contraste  has set itself the ambition of opening up musical genres by 
performing a wide variety of repertoires, often during the same concert, provoking curiosity and surprise of the 
audience. Baroque music, classical, opera, tango, jazz, contemporary creation, musicals, french songs : Contraste is 
by its originality probably one of the most innovative musical ensembles of the current european scene.
After the extraordinary success of the Café 1930 recording, and a tour of several years across France and Europe, the 
Ensemble Contraste decided to rediscover in its own way the world of anglo-saxon musicals, trying to adapt this 
repertoire to its sound and its own culture. The magnificent soprano Magali Léger joined the Contraste musicians, 
participating with talent, charm and generosity in their album Songs released in 2011 and touring since then the 
most beautiful french and european scenes.
 
Humor, emotion, energy, romance, lyricism, swing : all the richness of the musicals is illustrated in this colorful 
program : from La vie en rose to West Side Story and The Sound of Music, from J’ai deux amours to Cats and My Fair 
Lady, relive the most popular hits !

1/ Somewhere over the rainbow - The Wizard of Oz 
2/ La vie en rose - Edith Piaf
3/ Clim every Mountain - The Sound of Music
4/ I feel pretty - West Side Story
5/ Chanson de Maxence - Les Demoiselles de Rochefort 
6/ Memory - Cats
7/ I could have danced all night - My fair lady

8/ Que reste-il de nos amours - Charles Trenet
9/ Cheek to cheek - Top hat
10/ It ain’t necessarily so - Porgy and Bess 
11/ Oblivion & la Comparsita - Astor Piazzolla 
12/ J’ai deux amours - Scotto/Baker
13/ I’ve got rythm - An american in Paris 
14/ Good Morning - Singin’ in the rain
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Stage plan

Contraste Productions (label et société de productions artistiques) : +33 (0)1 42 06 18 56  
Arnaud Thorette, directeur artistique : arnaud.thorette@gmail.com / +33 (0)6 60 07 46 17
Hélène Paillette, déléguée générale : helene.paillette@contrasteproductions.com
www.ensemblecontraste.com

Technical Rider
Songs

Equipment
- 1 grand piano and stool. You have to tune the piano before the rehearsal and 1 hour before the concert (442Hz)

Model : Steinway ou Yamaha. You have to plan a page turner.

- 1 piano stool for cello.

- 5 stands + 6 stand light (one on the piano) or cutout lighting. 

- 2 dressing rooms for the artists with a table, chairs, miror, towels, and a catering area (fruits, cake, juice, coffee and 

tea). 

Sound
- Standing microphone and an amp with an adjustable speaker on 

stage for the singer

- 1 digital mixing desk (Midas M32, Yamaha CL3...)

- a high quality PA (Nexo, D&B, L Acoustics...)

- 3 monitors with seperate sends

- 1 wireless sytem for Vocal mic (bodypack + receiver)

- and of course all the mics, cables and stands”

Light
Lighting of each musicians’ stand

Contacts : 

Patch List
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Instrument Microphone

1 AKG C414 / NEUMANN KM184

2 AKG C414 / NEUMANN KM184

3 Piano monitor SHURE SM57

4 DPA 4099 + Clip

5 NEUMANN KM184

6 DPA 4099 + Clip

7 Vocal 

8 Saxophone AKG C414

9

10

11

12

Mic stand

Piano low Yes

Piano high Yes

Yes

Violin

Clarinet Yes

Cello

DPA 4188 or 4088 (must be cardio)

Yes

Hall reverb left

Hall reverb right

Plate reverb left

Plate reverb right

+ Talkback at FOH Shure SM58


